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CONSUMER FRAUD AND DECEIT:
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DON'T BE A TARGET

American consumers lose an estimated $50

different deceptive and fraudulent schemes are aimed

billion per year-almost $700 per household-to

at consumers each year. But one or more basic tbemes

fraudulent schemes and deceptive sales practices. While

are usually used. Warning signals to watch forincIude:

most businesses are honest and fair to consumers,
You will get something free, or at a

some arc not.

very low price.

It takes two people-a seller and a consumer-to make a deceptive selling scheme work. WhendevcI-

You were specially selected.

oping a scheme, the unethical seller relics on such

You must decide now.

human weaknesses as:

You must sign the sales agreement
now; don't worry about blank spaces

lack of knowledge

or confusing language.

the desire to get something for noth-

You can make high earnings, no

ing, or at a very low price

experience or special skills needed.

tendency to blindly trust otJler pcople
Complaint riles arc filled with stories of con-

being too busy to thoroughly investi-

sumers \v110 did not recognize the warning signals and

gate and considl'1' the oller

were LJcceived by unethical sellers. Commonly used
A consumer's best def'cnse is to recognize a

deceptive practices, as well as the consumer laws

whcn it is first presented. Dishonest sellers arc

which protect you, arc dcscribed below. Olher sales

vcry imagill..nivc in creating new ways to cheat people.

practiccs. which arc within thc law but have been

The U.S. Chambl'1' of Commerce estimates some SOO

sourCl'S oj' consumer problems (Irc also described.

sL~heme

1

Bait and Switch Adver~jsjng .'

arc normally offered by the seller. However, if advertised merchandise is frequently unavailable, you are
being "baited" to the store with the hope that you will
buy other more pwfitable merchandise.
Warning Signal: Advertised goods are not
available.

A product is advertised at a very attractive
price. But when you get to the store, it is difficult or

Warning Signal: The free gifi has strings attached-you must buy something, attend a sales pres-

ing. Examples include winning a small boat, but you
must pay to have it shipped; $100 off the price of a
speel fie sewing machine; or winning a free vacation if

entation, or meet some other requirement to receive it.

you purchase a set of luggage.
Protect yourself: If a free gift requires a purchase and you want both the product and the girt,

Warning Signal: The prize has strings at-

compare the price and quality of the product plus the
free gift with similar merchandise offered by other

tached-merchandise or services you must buy or a
sales presentation you must attend.

sellers. If you are required to listen to a sales talk,
Protect yourself: Read ads carefully to learn

impossible to bUy it. Perhaps the seller strongly discourages your purchase, saying the item is of poor

if supply is limited. Shop early in the sale for the best
selection. Accept occasional stock shortages as unavoidable, but get a raincheek, determine when the

quality and you wouldn't be happy with it. Or the item
shown is defective or unusable when the ad did not

item will be available, and how you wiII be notified. If

disclose such limitations. The seller might even refuse
to sell the advertised item and forcefully attempt to sell

advertised goods are frequently unavailable, stop doing business with that seller and deal with ethical

you a more expensive item.
If any of these things occur, an attractive price
has been used as "bait" to get you to the store. Once you

sellers instead. Report the "bait" tactics to the Utah

or not you wiJI listen to the sales talk to get the gift.
Often the "gift" is not worth the costs and risks re-

the value of the prize.

quired to obtain it.

The Law: Utah law' requires that when a
consumer is told he has won or is eligible to receive a

The Law: When the word "free" is used, Utah

prize is not useful without a further purchase or if a
salespcrson wiII eaJI, you must be told. If you must
listen to a demonstration or sales promotion, you must

sistent posted policy to the contrary, rainehecks must

quality of an item which must be purchased to receive
the gift. AdditionaIJy, any requirements one must meet
in orderto receive the free gift must be conspicuously

be issued.

disclosed at the time the gift is offered.

goods are unavailable, the ad did not warn that quantities were limited, and the store has no clear and con-

to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price.

Gift" above.) The eosts involved may be greater than

of the free item must not be passed on to the consumer
either by raising the regular price or by reducing the

The Law: Utah law' states that if advertised

Warning Signal: It is difficult or impossible

product, and yoursales resistance. Then decide whether

law' states that the item must indeed be free. The cost

are in the store, it is hoped that you will buy other
seller.

Protect Yourself: Carefully considerthe conditions you must mcet to collect your prize. (See "Free

prize, all conditions must be disclosed. If the value of
the prize is stated, it must be true market value. If the

Division oj Consumer Protection.

merchandise at prices which are more profitable to the

consider the time and money you need to invest to
travel to and hear the talk, your interest in buying the

be told the purpose is to sell you something.

Free Gift

Protect Yourself: Learn from expelience.
Refuse to do business with sellers who "bait" consumers--buy from ethical sellers instead. Report "bait"
practices to the Utah Division of Consumer Protection.
The Law: Utah law' prohibiL, a seller from
offering to sell consumer goods when the offer is not a
true effort to sell the advertised goods.

Offers of free goods or services open doors for
salespeople and draw customers to stores and meetings
where things are sold--sometimes at high prices.
Typical offers include free magazines, if you pay the

t

You respond pwmptly to an ad only to find

An ad offers the opportunity for high earnings
from work you can do at home--no experiencc needed.
The work may be addressing envelopes, stitching and

postage; a free television set, if you come to a meeting

that the item is sold out. although the ad did not warn
that quantities were limited. Honest stock shortages do
occur when consumer demand is underestimated or
delivery problems (kvdop. 11' they occur and the

at a vacation condominium sales office; a free sauce
pan, if you let the pots and pans salesperson demon-

You receive a letter or phone call announcing

stul'fing toys, painting ceramics, knitting swcalers,
raising caI1hwon11S, etc. Just send the required fcc for

that you have won a prize or are cligible to receive a

further information. When received, the infonnation

Sl rate

prize. But there are condit inns you must meet""" you

often requires that you buy the advertiser's materials,
pattems, instructions, or equipmcnt to do the work.

the products in your home; or a free freezeri fyou

buy a food plan.

merehmldise can be made available later. rainehecks

2

must buy something or attend a sales promotion meet-

3

Some advertisers promise to buy your completed items
only if their standards arc met. Such "standards" arc
used by unethical companies to refuse virtually all
completed products one offers for their purchase.
Warning Signals: You must buy infOlmation, instructions, pattems, mateIials, or equipment
before you stan-you may be a buyer rather than an
eamer! Markets for your product arc unclear or company standards for purchasing your product arc vague.
The entire ad may be so vague that you cannot tell what
you will receive for the money you send.
Protect Yourself: Be very skeptical. Don't
send money if the ad is vague, Investigate the plan

will exceed the cost of the item you buy and, thereby,
increase your income.

selling plan. In that court case, only 1% ol'lhe distribu-

Referral schemes very rarely work out. The
friends who will buy arc few, if any, and you arc left to

study found that the average direct distributor actually
lost over $900 per year, after business expenses were

pay the full purchase price. How many friends and
neighbors do you know who want to buy a new sewing

dcducted.
Some products connected Witll past pyramid

3

machine or vacuum cleaner when you do? Would they

schemes arc diet supplements, medical miracle cures,

4

all buy the same model? You can't even be sure the
salesperson will contact and alternpt to sell the prod uct
to the people you have referred.

cosmetics, cosmetic ingredients, self improvement
seminars, credit cards, and investment portfolios. You

5
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join, enroll, sign-up or invest in the sales plan to

7

8

Warning Signals: You must buy something,

become a distributor, associate, investor, or member.
Typically, an acquaintance tells you about the

friends
friends
friends
friends
friends
friends
friends
1,679,616 friends

and you do not know whether you will get a rebate or

plan and invites you to a meeting. Newspaper ads have

TOTAL

2,015,538 friendS

discount for referrals until some time after the purchase.

also been used to draw peopic to such meetings. At the
mecting, you hear of people who have become rich or

Warning Signals: The emphasis is on recruiting oth-

are at least eaming a substantial income as distributors

ers ratherlhan selling the pmduet. Before you can cam,

based on referrals-and repon those offering a referral

for the plan. The product to be sold is mentioned, but
the primary emphasis is on recruiting other distributors. As a distributor, you can recruit additional dis-

you must pay-to become a distributor, to buy product
samples or invcntories, and, perhaps, to be trained or
receive other business selvices. Your risk increases

sales plan to the Utah Division of Consumer Protection.

tributors and receive a percentage of the money they
bring in through still more recruits and through com-

with increasing amounts you must pay to get started,
Some plans load new distributors with product inventories before they have proven their ability to sell; tllat

thoroughly, as you would any potential income source,
and check the advertiser's reputation with appropriate
consumer protection offices and agencies,

Protect Yourself: Compare price and quality
elsewhere. Don't believe tales of pIice reductions

The Law: No specific regulation applies to
cam money at home schemes. General prohibitions
against fraud or deception may apply.

The Law: Utah law' prohibits promises of
rebates or discounts to a consumer to encourage the
consumer to make a purchase, when receiving the
rebate or discount depends on events occurring after
the purchase.

• Pyramid Scheines andMulti~Level

. Selling Plans·
If the seller says
, "If you buy, we will pay you
for giving us the names of prospective purchasers," the
statement makes the purchase price look easier to pay
and encourages you to buy. Typical referral schemes
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ol'lerto pay a rcbate OrlO discount your purchase price
forevery person you rcfer who watches a sales demonstration or, sometimes, buys the product. The scheme

--~
Pyramid schemes make claims of high earn-

has been used with vacuum cleaners, encyclopedias,

ings, but they have cost investors millions of dollars.
Exaggerated earnings claims have also led to the

aluminum siding, ele. Some sales people make even
bigger claims·-thatthe payments for names you refer

STEP

tors carned as much as the promoters claimed. and a

(EACH RECRUIT GETS 6 FRIENDS)

1(yon)

2

missions on their product sales. Your eamings come
primarily through recruiting new distributors, notfrom
your own retail sales of the product.
Thc objection to such plans is tlle promise of

6
36
216
1,296
7,776
46,656
279,936

inventory loading is the source of profits to pay tbose
higher up the pyramid.

quick, easy profits to be made through recruiting new
distributors. Little is said about market saturation as

Protect Yourself: Investigate the plan thoroughly, as you would any business venture. If your

ever increasing numbers of distributors attempt to

income depends on recruiting others, avoid the sdreme.

sign-up new recruits from the shrinking population of
non-recruits in an area. 11' the plan's originator gets six

Also, report illegal pyramid schemes to the Utah Division of Consumer Protection.

people to join, and this is repeated for a total of cight
times, over 2 million people arc needec!. That is more
dist ributors than the 1.68million people-babies, school
children, invalids, prisoners, and all the rest or us

The Law: Utah law~ prohibit.s organizing,
promoting or administering a pyramid scheme. Pyramid schemes arc sales plans where you receive money
or other economic valuc which primarily comes from
recruiting otllers to the sales plan rather than from the
sale of goods, scrvices, or property. Tire law also
provides that one who buys into a pyramid schcme may
declare the purchase void and sue to recover his investment, plus interest, reasonable attomey's fees and
other cosls, minus any payments received from par..

who li\'e in Utah. II' each person recruited 6 people for
a 10lal or I() steps in the pyramid or matrix, there would
be a dislributor in 5 or every 6 U.S. households.
DistribuLors run out of people to recruit and, without
new recruits, cannol cam the substantial prol'ils described.

licipation in the pyramid scheme.

prosecution of some distributors of one multi-level
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NO. OF PEOPLE

Repairs and Service

the cost of the anticipated repairs, including any charge
forrcassembly, the basis of the charges, and the expected
completion date. If additional unforeseen but necessary

Warning Signals: A less than fresh, new ap-

and it arrived along with three more of the same item,

pearance of the product, its packaging or labeling--or
the complete absence of packaging or labeling-arc

plus a bill for the three additional units. The unordered
items were sent in the hope that you would accept them

repairs are needed and they amount to 10% or more ofthe

some clues.

and feel obligated to pay. Don't pay. You are under no
legal obligation. Paying for unordered merchandise

original estimate, the supplier must get authorization
from the consumer before doing the extra work. Upon

Protect Yourself: Look for the warning sig-

completion of the repairs, the supplier must provide the

nals. If you have any doubts, ask the seller and don't

consumer with (1) an itemized list of repairs perfotmed
and the reasons for each repair, (2) a list of parts speci-

accept less than a clear, complete answer for the
individual item you will be taking home.

Faulty repairs, unordered repairs, unnecessary

fying whether they were new or used pam, and their
cost, (3) the number of hours oflabor charged and, (4) in

repairs and unexpected high priced repairs are among

some eases, notify the consumer that he may inspect the

The Law: Utah law' states that consumer goods
must be new unless it is clearly disclosed, before the

the problems consumers may face when they attempt

removed parts upon request. The consumer, upon re-

purchase, that the item has been used. Used goods may

to have cars, television sets, VCRs, appliances, etc.,
fixed. While honest, trustworthy, and skilled repair

quest, must be given a receipt for any consumer goods

have been used as a demonstrator or by a previous
consumer. However, unused merchandise returned by
a consumer is still considered to be new. The whole

left for repair or services.

shops do exist, itishard to judge these traits in advance.

problem is, what needs to be done, and what it will cost

product or only parts of it may be used rather than new.
Some other words which also mean used are second
hand, repaired, re-manufactured, reconditioned, re-

is vague or incomplete. Infonnation on training and
certification of the repair shop staff is not available.

built or relined.
Federal law' prohibits tampering with motor

There is a record of complaints with the Better Busi-

vehicle odometers; it also requires that the purchaser be

ness Bureau or a record of legal action by consumer

told the actual mileage at the time a vehicle is purchased

protection agencies.

or that the mileage is unknown. The Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) requires amanufacturcr's suggested

Warning Signals: Information on what the

encourages the sender to continue this illegal practice.
Warning Signals: The item was not ordered.
(Check to be sure no one else in the household placed
the order.) Also, if additional units arrived with a free
sample, be sure your request didn't authorize additional units sent on approvaL
Protect Yourself: Don't pay. However, the
Postal Service suggests you send a letter stating you
never ordered the merchandise and intend to keep it as
a free gift. Your letter may discourage the seller from
sending repeated bills oritmay clear up an honest error.
If an honest shipping error did occur, give the shipper
30 days to pick up the item or pay postage and handling
for you to return the item.
The Law: Federal law' prohibits mailing
merchandise to a person without his previous consent,

Protect Yourself: Check the reputation of the
repairshop and get written estimates of all repair costs,

retail price sticker on any ear that has never been titled,
even if there are some miles on the odometer. The FTC

unless it is clearly labeled free sample or is sent by a
charity soliciting eonttibutions. ANY unordered merchandise, even from a charity, may be considered a free

along with the completion date and a receipt for items
left for repair. Get an explanation of what the problem
is and how it can be fixed before authorizing repairs. Be

Used Car Rule' requires that cars used as demonstra-

gift. It is illegal for the sender to bill you for unordered

tors display the "buyer's guide" in their window

merchandise.

You bought and paid for a consumer product
you thought was new, but now you are not sure you
received a new product. Did a switch occur between the

very clear on what repairs you have authorized; don't

identifying them as used.

display model you looked at and the packaged model
you carried home or had delivered? What is meant by the
repair shop sign, "We use rebuilt parts''') Tonight's

give blanket authorizations to fix anything and everything. When the repairjpb is completed, inspect ortest
the repaired item, review the itemized bill. look at the
parts that were replaced and get an explanation of the
work that was done. Some sources alhise paying by
credit card inorderto have grcaterlcYcrage if a problem

newspaper has advertised an "End-of-Season Demonstrator Sale." Is that new or used merchandise? Can you
rely on the odometer mileage in cars and pickups at the
local used car lot') Used products sometimes iit our
necds perieeily well; but since the)' have Ilad usc and

(!cyclops aner you have paid for the repairs.
The Law: When anticipated repairs exeeed

wear, thci r rcmai ni n[1 usefull i rc is shortel'. No OIlL' wants

$2<;, Utah Law' requires that the supplier, upon the

to pay new prices ior used merchandise': it doesn't have
equal service value.

request of the consumer, provide a writtcn estimate of

6

A package you did not order appears in your
mailbox; bills (lllow. Or you ordered one iree "sample"

An advertised item appeals to you, so you mail
your order and check, then wait. Nothing arrives but

7

your cancelled check. Or you order docs arrive, but it

the month·-and agreed to purchase an additionalnum-

is of much poorer quality than the ad stated or implied.

bel' at regul,lr price within the next year. Announcements of current selections arrive every three to four

charges will include postage and handling. Announcements to members must include either the ann()uncment
mainling date or the response deadline, clearly identify

Warning Signals: The item description is incomplete or there is no infonnation on the return

weeks. Each announcement requires a prompt response
or unwanted selections and bills will be delivered. You

the selection, allow at least J 0 days to respond beforc
shipment, state how to respond, and notify you that

policy. You have never heard of the company or their
mailing address is just a post ornce box number.

have become a subscriber in a negative option plan.
"Negative option" means you will receive the seller's

retum postage is guaranteed if you did not have at least

Consumer protection groups or agencies have records
of complaints which were not satisfactorily resolved.

current selections unless you exercise your optionrequest they notbe sent-by specified deadlines. Seners
like negative option plans because they sell more

Protect Yourself: It is best to learn about a
company before you send YOU!' money. Call the Better
Business Bureau, the Postal Inspector, or the Utah

merchandise. Any time there arc fonns to fill out and
mail, indecision and inaction reduees the number of
responses from the number who intended to respond.

Division of Consumer Protection. Ask if they have
infollnation on ti1e company's past performance in

Warning signal: To get the introductory of-

filling orders and adjusting complaints. Charging the

fer, you must agree to buy a specilicd number of

purchase to your credit card and not paying the charge
until receipt and examination protects your money

additional selections in a specified period, in response
to announced selections which will be sent unless you

umil the item arrives.

promptly request that mel' not be sent.

The Law: Federal mail fraud laws' prohibit I)

Protect Yourself: Some people prefer a posi-

misrepresenting the quality or value of goods, and 2)

tive option-ifthey want the announced selection they

accepting money but not delivering me merchandise
ordered. Utah law' and a federal regulation7 require that

will order it, otherwise, don't send it. Most plans allow
a positive option only for military personnel based

goods be shipped within 30 days from the date oforder

overseas. Usually, your only choice is 10 tolerate a

or purchase unless the seller provides a written notice

negative option plan or avoid dealing wim the seller.
Consider the total package--lhe initial offer, all fol-

\\ itlrin that 30 days stating the specific length of delay
and giving the buyer the option of cancelling me order
:111,j

receiving a refund of any payment made.

low-up purchases you must make, and tl1e frequent
()ffers you must buyorcaneel"----Is it wonh Ihe pressure,
effort, and tendency to overbuy? The same merchandise is usually avail,lble in stores, minus the sales
pressure of a negative option.
The Law: Negative option plans arc legal if

You o['ckrcd six ['ccords or compact discs fo['
SOl--()[' I()U[' IXHlks for $.99, or the porcelain bird of

To persuade you to buy now, the seller may
say the special price ends today or the supply of U1e
product is limited. The seller wants you to make a
quick decision, which may be poorly considered and
based on inadequate information.
To avoid unpleasant details that could dis-

10 days to respond.
The regulation requires me seller to credit tile
full invoiced amount and guarantee retum postage when
(I) the subscriber did meet required response deadlines
and requested me item not be sent, or (2) the announcementand fOl111s were not received atleast !Odays before
the retum deadline, or (3) the seller had received the

courage your purchase, me seller may say me papers
you are being urged to sign are "just routine," or the
"standard tel111s." The seller may act as if he is in a
hurry and you arc wasting his valuable time. But
contracts or sales agreements are complex legal documents someone has written very carefully to protect
me seller; you need to read them before deciding

subscribers written notice of membership cancellation
--after completing purchase of required minimums-prior to the shipment date. (This applies to the first
shipment after cancellation; further shipments after
cancellation are considered unordered merchandise.)

whether to sign, to protect yourself.
Warning Signals: At the door, the seller is
reluctant to identify himself and clearly slate what he

~(

is selling before entering your home. In the sales
presentation, the product is not being sold on its own
merits. At the end, there is pressure to buy now-

j~
1

perhaps a better price or some bonus. You are urged to
sign papers which you have not had time to read and
understand.
Protect Yourself:

To gain entrance to your home, an unethical

a. Screen sellers outside your door. Refuse to

seller may try to avoid telling you mat he or she is
selling someming. Instead, the seller states he is taking

admit anyone \() your lwme unless you fully understand what is being sold, know you arc interested in the

a survey, wants your opinion on a new product, or
offers a free inspection of some item in your home.
To persuade you to buy, the seller may try to

product, and have proof of the salesperson's identilycall the seller's employer for verification if you have
any doubts.

they meet certain requirements. A federal regulation'
rcqui "'S that the promoti()nal material clearly and plainly

make you feci you arc depriving your children if you
don't buy encyclopedias, risking loss of valuable
possessions il' you don't buy a home security system,

disclose tennsofthe plan, including: thai it is a negative

or preventing the seller from paying his seriously ill

oplion plan, the I'rcquency or announcements and Ihe
maximum !lumber in a year, any ohligation to buy a

spouse's hospital bills il' you don't buy his magazines.
Embarrassment, lear, guilt, and sympalhy appeals arc

to compare price and quality elsewhere and consider

minimum quantity or merchandise before you may

orten used to make consumers feel uneoml()rlable--

whether the merchandise is sometbing you really want

(crminate lnellihersilip, and whether billing charges

and buying the seller's product is always the suggested

and can allord.

b. Recognize and reject appeals to your emotions; the product should be judged on its own merils.
c. Rel'use to make a quick decision, take time

solution.
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d. Never sign a contract until you have read it,

consumer protection laws can help you be an alen,

understand it, and have received an explanation of any

cautious consumer. Those laws can help you insist on

confusing parts. If you don't like what the contract

the information you need to make good decisions and

says, either get the seller to make changes before you

provide a basis for action when your rights are violated.

sign ordon 't sign it-refuse to buy. Be sure the contract

Laws are also a standard by which to judge the faimess

fonn is complctely filled in. Blank spaces in the con-

and honesty of scllers. Laws and regulations do change

tract arc dangerous; the spaces could be filled in to your

over timc. For updating, for futthcr information, or for

disadvantage.

help with a problem, contact one or more of the

SOURCES OF CONSUMER PROTECTION,

consumcr protcction agencies listed on the next page.
The Law: Utah law' requires thatthe seller tell
the consumer, before any statements orquestions other

FOOT NOTES: THE

than agreeting, the seller's name, theeompany's name,

LAWS AND REGULATIONS

and the general nature of the product he wishes to talk
about. If your decision to buy was based on false or

1. Utah Consumer Sales Practices Act, as amended
to 1988, and rules issued under it.

deceptive statements about the product or service, the
Utah Consumer Sales Practices Act may apply.

2. Utah Pyramid Schemes Act of 1983.

If you signed a contract, it is assumed that you
read it, understood it, and agreed to its tenns. Except for

3.Fedeml Motor Vehicle Information and Cost
Savings Act of 1972.

a three day cancellation right on some direct solicitation sales, most contracts cannot be cancclled. Three-

4. Federal Trade Commission Used Car Rule of
1984, Part 455.

day cancellation rights exist if fuc scller initiatcd thc
salc by mail, phone, or direct contact at thc consumer's
home or place of employment and fue total purchase

5. Federal Postal Reorganization Act of 1970,
section 3009 (39 USC SS3009).

costs more than $25. The seller must give the buyer a
filled-out receiptor contract at the time of sale, wIitten

6. Federal Mail Fraud Act, as amended to 1970
(18 USC SS1341)

in the language of the oral sales presentation. That
receipt or contract must give notice of the Buyers'

7. Federal Trade Commission Mail Order Merchandisc Rule of 1975, Part 435.

Right to Cancel the purchase up to the end of the third
business day. The Cooling-OffRuleoftheFederal Trade
Commission' provides similar rights for door-to-door
sales only. Any consumcr credit contract, execpt a first

8. Federal Trade Commission Negative Option
Plans Rule of 1973, Part 425.

mortgage, also has a three-day cancellation right under
9_ Federal Trade Commission Cooling-Off Period
for Door-to-Door Sales Rnlc, Pari. 429, as
amended to J973.

lO

statc and federal" cOl1sumer crcdit laws IF a security
interest is taken in your principal residence.

10. Utah ConsulTler Credit Code, as
amended to 1985_

)\inbody's PCJrfclct.. ,AW1U'l:lling "'fi""·

1t. Federal Consumer Credit Pract'!ccs Act (Truth

Laws and regulations exist, but that docs not

Utah: Division Of Consumer Protection,

Request publications and infonnation from

Department of Business RegUlation

the Public Reference Branch, Fcderal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 20580.

The Division administers Utah consumer laws
prohibiting deceptive sales practices. They will for-

U.S. Postal Inspectors, The Postal Service

ward your complaint to thc business involvcd. If the
business does not respond, there are three or more

The Postal Service seeks to prevent use of the

complaints, and there is a possible violation of the

mail to obtain money or property from consumers

Utah law, an investigation is staned. If evidence of a

through deceptive or fraudulent means. Your individ-

violation is found, the case is given to the Utah Attorney General for legal action.

ual complaint can identify a new problem or contribute
to showing a general pallem of violation of postal
laws. When a general pattem is found, fue Postal

Contact the Division of Consumer Protection
at: Phone: 801-530-6601 Address: Heber M. Wells

Inspector will investigate, identify possible violations,

Bldg., 2nd floor, 160 East 300 South, P.O. Box 45802,

and take legal action to prosecute offenders_ Pre-

Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0802.

purchase inquiries about local businesses can be made
to the local Postal Inspector. When a distant bnsiness

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

is involved, inqUires should be made to the Posta]
Inspector nearest that business. When a mail order

Thc FTC regulatcs advertising, deceptive salcs
practices, and anti-competitive business practices.

seller does not act to resolve your complaint, contact

Complaints must involvc goods or services from

and include a photocopy ofboth sides of your cancelled

anothcr state or a company in another state. Although

check (if any), a copy of the ad you responded to and

the FTC cannot resolve your individual complaint, the
agency can take action against a pallcrn of deception,

any other relevant information, including correspondence with the company.

unfair practices or violation of laws or regulations.

Contact the Postal Inspector, U.S. Postal Serv-

Your complaint will help to identity a problem area

ice: Phone 801-974-2271. or write P.O. Box 26065,
Salt Lake City, UT 84126.

mean ever)'one is aware of and obeys them, nor that

in Lending), as amended to 1982, and regula-

and help to build the pallel11 of complaints. Complain

every violation is detected and pmsecutcd. Knowing

tions issued under it.

to the Correspondence Branch, Federal Trade Com-

the Postal Inspector. Provide details of the problcm

mission, Washington, D.C. 20580.
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The Better Business Bureaus (BBBs)
The Better Business Bureau in Utah is located

Small Claims Court: If the amount involved is $1 ,000

in Salt Lake City, with a toll free number for the rest

or less, you may handle your own case in Small Claims

of the state.
Local BBBs arc organized. directed and fi-

Coun. Contact your county clerk for the name, address

nanced by members of local business communities.

Justice of the Peace Coun which handles small claims

The BBB 's goal is to maintain fair and ethical selling

cases. The court clerk can also provide information on

practices. They can tell you if there have been com-

how to file your case.

and phone number of the nearest Utah Circuit Coun or

plaints about a local or out-of-state finn and if those
complaints were satisfactorily resolved. The BBB will

Utah Legal Services, Inc.: Those who meet the eligi-

also accept your complaint and forward it to the seller

bility criteria--ahousehold incomeofup to 125% of the

for a response; the business decides what action to take.

federal poverty guidelines or over 60 years of age

To file a complaint, contact the BBB for a complaint

regardless ofincomc--maybe able to obtain an attomey

fonn, 1111 it out, and return it to the BBB.

through one of the four Utah Legal Services Offices.

Contact your Utah Better Business Bureau:

They handle some individual cases for consumers, such

In Salt Lake City phone 801-487-4656, or write to

as deceptive sales practices, credit contracts and debt

them at 1588 South Main Street, SLC, UT 84115.

collections.

Outside Salt Lake call 1-800-456-3907 orwritc to the

Contact Utah Legal Service, Inc. in Cedar City,
Provo, Ogden, or Salt Lake City. In Salt Lake City,

Salt Lake City address.

phone 801-328-8891 or write, 124 South 400 East, Salt

Individual Legal Action
If your complaint is an individual matter, you
may decide to take private legal action. Some of the

Lake City, UT 84111.
GUIDES FOR BUYING
DO ... Compare price & quality from several sources.
Ask questions & gctthc facts-bcfbre you buy.

options to consider arc:

Check the seller's policies and reputation.
Private Attorney: If the dollar amount involved is

Read all papers & know what they mean,

large enough and a consumer protection law has been

Bcfbre you Sign.

violated, this may be a reasonable choice. Hire an
attomey to handle your case.

DON'T .. Be sold. Buy only what you really want.

NEVER BE AFRAID TO SAY...

